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Abstract—Recently, the concept of Software-Defined Network (SDN), which allows us to administer and configure a network in a centralized and software-programming manner, has gathered network engineers’ and researchers’ attention rapidly. In particular, the expectation and concern to OpenFlow as an implementation of the SDN is remarkable. As a result, research activities, which include prototyping, implementation, demonstration and experiments, conducted over OpenFlow networks have been a worldwide tendency. In such research activities, however, the difficulty in understanding network topology, traffic amount and an actual path of a network flow on the OpenFlow network, and the intricacies in debugging software designed for OpenFlow are serious problems in the development process of OpenFlow controller. This research aims to realize a visualization software that facilitates researchers to perform OpenFlow controller development and demonstration experiments performed on an actual OpenFlow network. In this paper, the authors summarize the achievement of their research work in progress as well as the future direction.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Software-Defined Network [1], a newly emerged concept of network architecture has gathered much concern and expectation from network engineers and researchers. SDN decomposes networking functions equipped on ordinary network switches and routers to data forwarding function and control function. In SDN, the control function performed on each switch is aggregated to a software application as a SDN controller. This concept enables us to dynamically configure and control the entire network through the controller in a centralized manner. Also, it is expected as a network virtualization technology that is able to provide multiple isolated virtualized experimental networks simultaneously.

Today, in particular, OpenFlow has become a promising implementation technology of the SDN concept. In general, an OpenFlow network is usually composed of an OpenFlow controller responsible for the control functions for handling network packets and multiple OpenFlow-capable network switches. OpenFlow protocol provides an open standard to manage flow-tables in multi-vendor network facilities [2]. These switches and routers communicate with the controller through the OpenFlow protocol. Making use of the protocol, a network administrator can partition traffic into production and research flows.

From such expectation and concern to the SDN and OpenFlow, many research activities and experiments using OpenFlow networks have been actively performed in these days [3], [4]. In general, the operation of an OpenFlow network requires the development of an OpenFlow controller, so that the OpenFlow controller as a software program can handle flow-tables on OpenFlow-enabled network switches and routers [5]. For the reason, several kinds of development frameworks which facilitate us to code OpenFlow controller, such as POX [6], Trema [7] and Floodlight [8] have been available.

Despite of the existence of such frameworks, the developer tends to have the following two difficulties. The first difficulty lies in understanding the topology of the entire OpenFlow network, actual paths of the network flows, traffic amount on each link of the network and so forth. The second difficulty is that the developer would be forced to go through try-and-error process, in other words, to repeat the process of modifying a program as a controller and then confirming the behavior of the program, accompanied with the restart of the whole OpenFlow network.

In this paper, we report a research work in progress towards OpenFlow network visualization software, which can facilitate us to efficiently develop an OpenFlow controller. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section II, we review the process of OpenFlow controller development and consider the issues to go up the development efficiency. In section III, we show the OpenFlow network visualization software which allows us to view the topology of our target OpenFlow network and operate flows on it with ease. We conclude the paper in section IV.

II. PROBLEM IN OPENFLOW CONTROLLER DEVELOPMENT

In OpenFlow, data plane responsible for packet forwarding function is deployed on OpenFlow network devices such as
switches and routers. On the other hand, control plane responsible for routing decision is deployed on OpenFlow controller. This separation of network functions allows each OpenFlow switch to handle packets on a per-flow basis. Furthermore, this per-flow controllability of packets enables the fine-grained slicing of network resources, which results in multiple isolated virtualized networks.

The development of an OpenFlow controller necessitates fair amount of careful consideration and error-prone operation due to the controllability of network packets on a per-flow basis. In most cases, the development of OpenFlow controller involves the following steps.

1) Placement and deployment of data plane in OpenFlow network.
2) Designing and coding of OpenFlow controller.
3) Experimental operation of OpenFlow network.
4) Verification of OpenFlow controller behavior.

Usually, these steps need to be repeated for confirming the precise behavior of the developed controller. Importantly, the developer has to understand how flow isolation and resource slicing are performed in data plane in addition to the physical topology of the target OpenFlow network. Furthermore, particularly in the case that a group of developers collaborate, they have to have a common view of virtualized space and physical space of the target OpenFlow network. Moreover, the developer is required to restart the software program as the controller many times every time he or she modifies the program. These factors lower the efficiency in development.

III. PROPOSAL AND STATUS REPORT OF OUR WORK IN PROGRESS

For the consideration above, we have been prototyping visualization software that can give OpenFlow controller developers an intuitive understanding of how network flows are formed and what the topology of a physical OpenFlow network is like. Also, the visualization software is being developed with a flow control interface that allows the developers to temporarily add and remove flow-entries directly to OpenFlow switches via OpenFlow controller, without having OpenFlow controller restarted.

A. Visualization module

The visualization module has two functionalities. The first functionality is to visualize the topology of the target OpenFlow network and superimpose the information on network flows on it. The information on network flows include traffic amount on each link between OpenFlow switches composing the OpenFlow network, a list of network flows, traffic amount of each link. For visualization of network, we have adopted Jung 2.0.1 (Java Universal Network/Graph Framework) [11].

B. Communication module

The communication module makes the topology graph of the OpenFlow network by utilizing LLDP (Link Layer Discovery Protocol), a protocol for information exchange between devices. The communication module first instructs

Figure 1 overviews the architecture of our visualization software. The visualization software under our development is composed of visualization module, communication module built in an OpenFlow controller, and OpenFlow switches. The visualization module is in charge of visualizing a topology of the OpenFlow network as a graph and then superimposing network flow information on the graph. Also, through the visualization module, the developers can add and remove flow entries to OpenFlow switches. The communication module built in OpenFlow controller is responsible for obtaining the information on network from switches and mediating the interaction between the developer and OpenFlow switches. For the communication between the visualization module and OpenFlow switches, OpenFlow is used. For the interaction with the visualization module, XML-RPC [9], [10] has been adopted in this research. XML-RPC is an easy and popular protocol to make a Remote Procedure Call (RPC) over the network. In this implementation, the communications between the visualization module and the communication module in an OpenFlow controller are performed by XML-RPC. For the development of OpenFlow controller, we have adopted Trema, which is a programming framework for OpenFlow controller, focusing on the characteristics of enabling the development of OpenFlow controller in Ruby and C.
each OpenFlow switch send LLDP packets to all neighbors. A LLDP packet contains the ID of the sender switch and the ID of the port that it is sent through. On receiving the LLDP packet from a neighbor switch, OpenFlow switches report its arrival to the communication module. With this mechanism, the communication module can obtain the information on all links and then build the topology graph of the OpenFlow network which OpenFlow switches form. Furthermore, to understand the connections between OpenFlow switches and hosts, the communication module works as follows. In the event that a new host is connected to an OpenFlow switch and sends out any packet, the event is informed to the communication module built in the OpenFlow controller. Then, the communication module extracts source MAC address and IP address contained in the packet. If their address is unknown to the communication module, it adds the corresponding connection between the OpenFlow switch and the new host to the graph obtained by the LLDP-based mechanism above.

To obtain the information on network flows on the OpenFlow network, the communication module analyzes flow entry information retrieved from each OpenFlow switch. Figure 3 shows an example of flow entry information retrieved from an OpenFlow switch. As the figure shows, the flow entry information retrieved from an OpenFlow switch contains only which port to send out for a series of packets that matches a rule set in advance. Furthermore, the information is fragmentary and thus the developer has difficulty in understanding the entire network flows on the target OpenFlow Network. In the communication module, “match”, “actions”, and “packet_count” are focused. In order to understand the network flows on the OpenFlow network, the communication module obtains these information from each switch every 1 second. Also, the traffic amount of each network flow is estimated from the comparison of “byte_count” flowed on a specific port between the information obtained every 1 second.

The communication module also has the ability to modify the actual path of a specified flow. This is conducted by adding new flow entries which override the flow entries of the specified flow. Note that the modified path will be reverted some time later because the original OpenFlow controller will refresh the flow entries in the event of timeout.

![Fig. 3. Flow entry information retrieved from OpenFlow switch.](image)

### C. OpenFlow switch

As of writing this paper, we do not have enough OpenFlow switches to make an OpenFlow network. In this research, Open vSwitch [12], [13] has been used for emulation of OpenFlow switch. Open vSwitch is a software implementation of an OpenFlow switch intended to run as a virtual switch in virtualized environments. Open vSwitch can operate both as a software switch running within the hypervisor, and as the control stack for switching silicon. It has been ported to multiple virtualization platforms and switching chipsets [13]. In this research, an OpenFlow network has been constructed with Open vSwitches in a Linux machine.

### IV. Conclusion

In this paper, our research work in progress toward OpenFlow network visualization software was reported. We have focused on the difficulties in developing an OpenFlow controller and thus started the development of OpenFlow network visualization software for the purpose of facilitating the developer’s coding. At the time of writing this paper, the software is still under development. The authors would like to improve the prototyped visualization software obtaining the feedback from actual developers and engineers working around OpenFlow network.
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